NTN Collector Connections
Use a volt meter between positions 2 & 3 on the NTN motor box to verify that position number 2 is positive (+). If so, attach 3 wires from the NTN motor box to positions 1, 2, & 3 on the raingage datalogger panel as shown in figure. If it is not positive, switch positions 2 and 3 on the datalogger.

MDN Collector Connections
Use a volt meter between positions 5 & 6 on the MDN motor box to verify that position number 5 is positive (+). If so, attach 3 wires from the MDN motor box to positions 4, 5, & 6 on the raingage datalogger panel as shown in figure. If it is not positive, switch positions 5 and 6 on the datalogger.